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About This Game

Base Raid is a 2D base build and defence strategy game.

The game will be improved with what the community is looking for.

In the game your goal is to build the best base to crush the enemy before it crushes you.

Everyone loves having the chance to build what they want to, but people also enjoy destroying other peoples’ creations. In Base
Raid you can build anything you want to with the only limit being the available materials and resources.

When you’re done building you can then get to the real fun part:
Destroying buildings.

Buy airstrikes and tanks and blow up the enemy base or capture the towers, keeping the enemy away at the same time. By
destroying the enemy base you get more resources to build even better bases.

If you are the kind of person that wants to just see how bad your friends are at the game, you can build a base with limitless
resources in the stage editor and challenge your friends.

The game currently has singleplayer levels with two game modes.
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Title: Base Raid
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Sageose
Publisher:
Sageose
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4500 @ 2.2GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 5600+ @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 240 GT or Radeon HD 6570 – 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: The system requirements have not been tested. If you find any issues with your hardware, please contact us.

English,Finnish,French
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That's amazing. Have only played a few minutes but what you see is what you get. Basically, a day at the range. You stand still
while the creatures attack. You have a few weapons to use and some defensive actions, as well. For $5 bucks it works very well
with my Samsung Odyssey. No problems loading or playing. It's very colorful, better than average graphics, and fast-paced.
Very enjoyable and well worth the 5$!. classic gem. Hold off on paying the 14$ or higher the game will be free2play on here
soon. If you are looking for a cross between Dungeon Fighter Online and Elsword online then you have come to the right place.
The game is new to NA so if you are coming to play now would be the time and help shape the community.

1.) Could you say the game is Pay2win?
You should be able to answer a question like this on your own and really depends on the person. There is a cash shop but what
MMORPG doesn't have a cash shop. Your money do what you want with it. The only way Pay2win will ever really effect
anyone in a MMO if people get beat up by people that spend alot of time on the game. We say pay2win to make ourselfs feel
better.

2.) Waifu sim?
You damn right its a waifu sim even Mistletein can be waifu matierial.

3.) Dress up online?
Of course.

4.) Hosted by KOG, Nexon, Aerial Games?
Nope. +

5.) Combat?
Enjoyable along the lines of elsword online with Commands and skills

6.) Pve?
Instance Sectors, Special Sectors, Plain Gate.

7.) Pvp?
Yes.

8.) How many characters?
Nice selection of 5 characters there will be another faction with more characters but will be in the future.

9.) How far behind in content are we? (Edit look down in the thread)
Really the only thing missing is characters other than that we seem to be up to speed with Korea.

10.) Controller support?
Seems to work fine

11.) Do your recommend this game for the people with no money in the wallet?
Sure. Just play smart keep track of daily missions and events and you will be able to keep up with the rest of the community..
this is nice story of a dog, but IT'S NOT A F*********NG GAME !!!!!
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in any given game you can interact with enviroment or control a character or do something, in here you just sit and watch.
like, WTF dude, if you wanna create cartoon\/animation\/etc - go ahead but dont call it a game.
NIce music tho.
Good luck with next project. Very short(I finished it in 2 hours) but well worth the purchase as it was very well done, although
the ending was rather abrupt and unexpected and didn't tie up any loose ends. I learnt quite a lot about the circumstances
surrounding the Iranian revolution and the background behind the present day situation. It maintained a fairly objective stance
about the revolution, even though it was told from the point of view of the revolutionaries. I also learnt quite a bit about Iranian
culture and traditions. Very similar to Telltale games in structure and style, and also less buggy. I hope I see some more similar
historical games from these devs as it was very enjoyable.. i love this game

buy it to support whatever the ♥♥♥♥ this guy does next
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Penny Arcade Adventures: On the Rain-Slick Precipice of Darkness has a title that is immediately indicative of the brand of
humour you'll find throughout. The writing in these games, courtesy of Penny Arcade writer Jerry Holkins, is everything you'd
expect, but unfortunately you'll have to put up with a turn-based JRPG of sorts to see much of it.
Ep2 is probably the weakest of all, as the jokes are no longer enough to make the combat tedium feel quite worth it.. ran into a
bug during the story mode that broke the game.. It is in my Top 3 favorite games! The best!

But, it puts me to think what it is with the others! (Maria, her boyfriend, The Doctor, the others)

I want to know! Make the next Chapter, please!. a nice story, but I found after 2 playthroughs that my decisions don't really
seem to matter too much. if you're looking for a story where your decisions effect the plot at all, this isn't for you

I dunno if I'd go out of my way to recommend it? I personally enjoyed it because I love this kind of topic- raising animals and
such. it was easy to grow attached to your gryphon

it could be better but it gave me a few solid hours of entertainment and was worth the few bucks I paid I'd say!. QUICK Review
Game is good
But its easy
Bus should cost you money to use i would of lost like 10times over while playing
Stuck with no money drugs in the bag but with the bus not costing you a penny to easy to get about earn a profit

i recomment for time wasting but i am looking into a new weed game. The game is dead,

The sensitivity is either too sensitive or not sensitive enough and getting the game to look and run smoothly is a real pain

Save the money, buy something else.. great criminal story. lots of mini games. worth to try!!!
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